




















Message from Editorial Team

It is with immense pleasure that we place in the hands of our readers this edition of ’THE

BYTE’ March 2020. This magazine is a platform that eXhibits the literary skills, innovative

ideas ofteachers and students.

Asyou all aware, the outbreak ofcoronavirus disease [COVID-19], has been declared a public

health emergency of international concern by WHO, and the epidemic had spread to many

countries around the world. Governments around the world are now issuing restrictions on

travel, and social gatherings in an attempt to limit and slow down the spread of the virus. The

health and safety is thefirst priority and every one must support the eflorts of the government

In this tough situation, all of us must support and follow the five steps of an awareness

campaign ”Pass the message to kick out coronavirus” by WHO[World Health Organization]

and FIFA [The internationalgoverning body offootball] to combat the COVID-19:

1. Washyour hands with soap or alcohol based solution.

2. Coveryour nose and mouth with tissue or a bent elbow, when you sneeze or cough.

3. Avoid touching your face, your eyes, nose or mouth to prevent the virus from entering your

body.

4. Maintain social distancing. Stay at least one metre distancefrom others.

5. Ifyou are not feeling well, stay home and follow all instructions provided by your local

health authorities.

Last but not least we would like to thank to Dr. Pankaj Agarwal [HOD CSE], our student

coordinatorsfor helping us pull this through.

We express our considerable appreciation to all the authors of the articles in this magazine.

These contributions have required a generous amount of time and eflort. We hope you enjoy

reading theseiarticles, as seen through the IMS student’sjournalistic eye.

Thank You all]!

 





Using Deep Learning to detect Pneumonia caused 

by NCOV-19 from X-Ray 

Developing a preliminary diagnosis model that can potentially fight the 

pandemic and possibly detect NCOV-19.

Left: COVID-19 positive x-ray. Right: Streptococcal Infection. ( Both are licensed as 
CC-NC-SA). Both images exhibit pneumonia. What can tell them apart? Images 
were collected as part of an open-source dataset being built.

On March 11, four days before

this article was written, the

World Health Organization

(W.H.O.) declared Coronavirus

disease 2019 (NCOV-19) a

pandemic characterized by

the rapid and global spread of

the novel coronavirus around

the world. As governments

scramble to close borders,

implement contact tracing,

and increase awareness of

personal hygiene in an effort to

contain the spread of the virus,

the spread of the virus is still

unfortunately expected to

increase until a vaccine can be

developed and deployed

owing to different standards of

implementing these policies for

each country.

As actual daily cases are expected to

increase throughout the world, one

significant factor that limits diagnosis is

the duration of pathology tests for the

virus, which are carried out in

laboratories usually in city centers that

demand time-consuming precision. This

causes significant problems, chiefly the

fact that individuals who are carriers

cannot be isolated earlier, and thus

they are able to infect more people

during that critical period of unrestricted

movement. Another problem would be

the costly large-scale implementation

of the current diagnosis procedure.

Arguably, the most vulnerable are

people in remote areas within

developing countries who generally

have inferior healthcare and access to

diagnosis. Having a single infection may

be detrimental for these communities,

and having access to diagnosis will at

least give them a fighting chance

https://radiopaedia.org/cases/covid-19-pneumonia-14
https://radiopaedia.org/cases/streptococcus-pneumoniae-pneumonia-temporal-evolution-1
https://github.com/ieee8023/covid-chestxray-dataset


The difference of urban and rural areas is not just the number of 

people, it’s also the the access to healthcare resources. At this 

time of pandemic, this lack of access may be deadly. 

(Left: gaobo via Flickr. Right: danboarder via Flickr) (Both are 

licensed as CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)

https://www.flickr.com/photos/gaobo/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/gaobo/3259978197/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/danboarder/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/41894167721@N01/3365071856/


A new study by Wang, et. al. shows the promise of using Deep 

Learning to scan for COVID-19 in Computerized Tomography 

(CT) scans, and it has been recommended as a practical 

component of the pre-existing diagnosis system. The study used 

transfer learning with an Inception Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN) on 1,119 CT scans. The internal and external 

validation accuracy of the model was recorded at 89.5% and 

79.3%, respectively. The main goal is to allow the model to 

extract Radiological features present in COVID-19.

While the study achieved stunning accuracy on their model, I 

decided to train and implement a model using a different 

architecture in the hopes of improving accuracy. I decided to 

use Chest Radiograph images (CXR) over CT scans for two 

reasons:

GETTING CXRS ARE MORE ACCESSIBLE FOR PEOPLE THAN GETTING 

CT SCANS ESPECIALLY IN RURAL AND ISOLATED AREAS. THERE WILL 

ALSO BE MORE POTENTIAL DATA AVAILABLE.

IN THE EVENT RADIOLOGISTS AND MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS 

BECOME INCAPACITATED FROM CONTAINING THE VIRUS (E.X. IF 

THEY FALL SICK THEMSELVES), A.I. SYSTEMS ARE ESSENTIAL TO 

CONTINUE ADMINISTERING DIAGNOSIS.

THE MAIN OBSTACLE FOR USING CXRS, COMPARED TO CT SCANS 

AS DIAGNOSIS SOURCES, IS THE LACK OF DETAILS THAT CAN BE 

VISUALLY VERIFIED COMING FROM COVID-19. IT IS HARDER TO 

SEE COVID-19 SYMPTOMS, SUCH AS PULMONARY NODULES, THAT 

CAN EASILY BE SEEN IN A CT SCAN. I WANT TO TEST WHETHER A 

MODEL WITH ENOUGH LAYERS CAN DETECT FEATURES IN LOWER 

QUALITY, BUT MORE PRACTICAL IMAGES. MY MODEL IS THUS A 

PROOF-OF-CONCEPT ON WHETHER A RESNET CNN MODEL CAN 

EFFECTIVELY DETECT COVID-19 USING RELATIVELY INEXPENSIVE 

CXRS.

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.02.14.20023028v3
https://pubs.rsna.org/doi/10.1148/radiol.2020200490


 COVID-19 lung scan datasets are currently limited, but the 

best dataset I have found, which I used for this project, is from 

the COVID-19 open-source dataset. It consists of scrapped 

COVID-19 images from publicly available research, as well as 

lung images with different pneumonia-causing diseases such 

as SARS, Streptococcus, and Pneumocystis. If you have any 

proper images of scans that the repository can accept, along 

with their citations and metadata, please contribute to 

building the dataset to improve AI systems that will rely on it.

 I only trained my model on looking at Posteroanterior views 

(PA) of CXRs, which are the most common types of x-ray 

scans. I used transfer-learning on a Resnet 50 CNN model (my 

loss exploded after a few epochs on a Resnet 34), and I used 

a total of 339 images for training and validation. All of the 

implementation was done using fastai and Pytorch.

Expected Caveat: the data is heavily skewed by the lack of 

COVID-19 images. Taken after data was randomly split by 

25%. Test set was set at 78 from the start. Image by author.

https://github.com/ieee8023/covid-chestxray-dataset
https://josephpcohen.com/w/
https://www.mathworks.com/help/deeplearning/ref/resnet50.html


The data is heavily skewed given the lack of available public data at the 

time of writing (35 images for COVID-19, 226 images for Non-COVID-19, 

which includes images of normal and sick lungs). I decided to group all 

the Non-COVID-19 images together because I only had sparse images for 

the different diseases. I proceeded to increase the size of x-ray scans 

labelled “Other” using x-ray images of healthy lungs from this Kaggle 

dataset¹ before splitting the data randomly by 25%. Training set consisted 

of 196 images, Validation set consisted of 65 images, and the Test set 

consisted of 78 images (which consisted entirely of the extra dataset). The 

external dataset was verified not to contain any repeating images from 

the open-source dataset. All images were resized to 512 x 512 pixels 

because it performed better than 1024 x 1024 pixel images from my 

experience building a different classifier.

Left: First iteration of training with 2 epochs. Training loss is way higher than 

validation loss, a clear sign of underfitting. Right: 2nd iteration of training. All 

columns are the same as the one on the left. I ran it for 30 epochs. Image by 

author.

https://www.kaggle.com/paultimothymooney/chest-xray-pneumonia
https://github.com/ajsanjoaquin/Pneumothorax


Running the first few epochs using fastai’s implementation of the 

fit_one_cycle policy showed that underfitting was a problem from 

the start. I decided to increase the number of epochs and getting a 

range for the learning rate. For the rest of the training, I pursued an 

aggressive strategy of training with a high number of epochs, re-

adjusting the learning rate using fastai’s lrfinder, and then keep 

training with a higher number of epochs until training loss drops 

comparable to validation loss.

At last, after dozens of iterations, I managed to drop the training loss in similar levels 

to the validation loss while maintaining high accuracy. The final internal validation 

accuracy of the model is recorded at 93.8%.



LEFT: The model ran on the validation set well with a few False Positives 

(FP) and False Negative (FN);

RIGHT: The model ran on the test set with zero FNs but three FPs. 

Skewed distribution really affects the outcome for True positives and 

needs more data for verification. Columns represent the same labels as 

the left Confusion matrix.

The model performed on the validation set really well as shown by the 

confusion matrix above, with only two cases each for False Positives and 

False Negatives. Moving on to the test data, out of 78 images, 75 were 

correctly predicted, which is an external validation accuracy of 96.2%. 

While we got three false positives in our test data, the model’s prediction 
was close to 50% for all of these cases. This suggests it was confusing 

some features of the x-ray images, but it wasn’t very decisive in 
concluding it was positive for COVID-19. Yet the most surprising thing 

came when it predicted the correct positive cases. The model never 

trained on these images, and yet still managed to predict with 99% 

certainty that the lungs in the images are positive for COVID-19.

Vedant Singh
CSE

3rd Year

https://github.com/ajsanjoaquin/COVID-19-Scanner/blob/master/NCOV_test_results.csv


A Historical Visualization of Pandemics 

Study of the history of mankind reveals this fact apart from positive sides, there is a notable 

negative side too. As even in the modern era of development or progress, human beings are 

responsible for spreading various infectious diseases not only in the localized or limited 

periphery but even throughout the globe. Such spread of infectious diseases worldwide is 

termed as Pandemics. In very recent time, outbreak of a dreaded virus known as Novel 

Corona virus (COVID-19) has been declared as pandemic by the World Health Organization 

(WHO). 

History of Pandemics 

If we look back to the past, various diseases were spread due to interactions of both human 

beings and animals in varied scales and epidemics like Plague, Measles, Malaria, 

Tuberculosis, Leprosy, Influenza, Smallpox, etc in those earlier days. In due course, with the 

spread of civilization and advancement in different spheres of life and society, wider human-

annual interactions, population influx and changed eco-systems created more harmful 

diseases which were not localized but spread throughout the globe and infected people vary 

many countries. That’s why they were rightly termed as “Pandemics”. 

Major Pandemics that have occurred over the historical ancient times:  

 

Divine Retribution  

In ancient societies, people had this blind faith that holy spirits and power of Almighty will 

mitigate those diseases naturally. This unscientific perception and blind faith often led to very 

disastrous response, outcome and huge loss of lives and property. People of the affected 

countries learnt lessons and gradually became faithful on scientific reasoning and medical 

applications. As a result of that practice of Quarantine started and gradually spread all over 

the world with passage of time. Earlier occurrence of pandemics has also helped the scientists 

to undertake research and trace and track the reasons for spread of infection and finally invent 

and apply proper medicines, vaccines for total eradication of such Pandemics. The world has 



also experienced from the occurrence of Pandemics that too much of urbanization is one of 

the responsible factors and reasons for diseases or epidemics. 

Importing Disease 

The “Quarantine Practice” began during the 14th century, in an effort to protect coastal cities 

from plague epidemics. Cautious port authorities required ships arriving in Venice from 

infected ports to sit at anchor for 40 days before landing. Thus, it gives the origin of the word 

“Quarantine” from the Italian word “quaranta giorni”, or “40 days”. 

One of the first instances of relying on geography and statistical analysis was in mid-19th 

century London, during a cholera outbreak. In 1854, Dr. John Snow came to the conclusion 

that cholera was spreading via tainted water and decided to display neighborhood 

mortality data directly on a map. This method revealed a cluster of cases around a specific 

pump from which people were drawing their water from. 

When things around the world has going normal, usual way then all on a sudden the whole 

world was shaken and frightened with the news of outbreak of dangerous virus known as 

COVID-19 that spreads at a very fast space from affected persons and highly infectious in 

nature. Although there are lot of controversies regarding the period and reasons for outcome 

and origin of this dreadful virus but it is well accepted fact that birth place or origin of 

CORONA virus is China and more specifically the Wuhan Province of China.  

Tracking of Infectious Diseases 

Scientists use a basic measure to track the infectiousness of a disease called the reproduction 

number, also known as “R0 or R naught.” This mainly depicts how many susceptible people, 

on average, each sick person will in turn infect. 

Measles tops the list, being the most contagious with a R0 range of 12-18. This means a 

single person can infect, on average, 12 to 18 people in an unvaccinated population. The 

more people are immune to a disease, the less likely it is to proliferate, making vaccinations 

critical to prevent the resurgence of known and treatable diseases. 

 



The most affected countries like America, Spain, Italy, China, Germany, France, Iran, Uk and 

many others. The country with the highest number of cases is USA, according to figures 

collected by Johns Hopkins University. It is fast approaching as 200,000 confirmed cases, 

which is more than double the official number in China. Around 3,300 people have died in 

China - but the USA, Italy, Spain and France now have much higher death tolls. There are 

now more than 900,000 confirmed cases of Corona virus in 180 countries and at least 

45,000 people have died. It’s hard to calculate and forecast the true impact of COVID-

19, as the outbreak is still ongoing and researchers are still learning about this new 

form of Corona virus. 

Factor for Spread of Disease 

The continuous studies and research has made it clear and helped to arrive at this conclusion 

that, rapid urbanization, increasing global connections and interactions are the driving force 

behind pandemics. From small hunting and gathering tribes to the metropolis, humanity’s 

reliance on one another has also sparked opportunities for disease to spread. 

Urbanization in the developing world is bringing more and more rural residents into denser 

neighbourhoods, while increasing population makes a greater impact on the environment. 

Simultaneously, in the past few decades, the passenger air traffic nearly doubled. These 

macro trends are having a profound impact and most responsible factor for spread of 

infectious diseases. 

Nowadays, Organizations and Governments around the world instructed all the citizens to 

practice Social Distancing, Lock-Down in order to reduce the rate of infection, the digital 

world is allowing people to maintain connections and commerce like never before. If these 

measures are strictly adopted then we may be able to successfully fight and eradicate this 

dreaded pandemic. 

 

                                                                                                  Article submitted by: 

Dr. Soumi Ghosh 

Assistant Professor (CSE), 

IMS Engineering College, Ghaziabad. 

                                                                                                

 

 





A WISE OLD OWL

T H E R E  W A S  A N  O L D  O W L  T H A T  L I V E D  I N  A N
O A K .  E V E R Y D A Y  H E  S A W  I N C I D E N T S  H A P P E N I N G

A R O U N D  H I M .  Y E S T E R D A Y  H E  S A W  A  B O Y
H E L P I N G  A N  O L D  M A N  T O  C A R R Y  A  H E A V Y

B A S K E T .  T O D A Y  H E  S A W  A  G I R L  S H O U T I N G  A T
H E R  M O T H E R .  T H E  M O R E  H E  S A W  T H E  L E S S  H E

S P O K E . A S  H E  S P O K E  L E S S ,  H E  H E A R D  M O R E .  H E
H E A R D  P E O P L E  T A L K I N G  A N D  T E L L I N G  S T O R I E S .

H E  H E A R D  A  W O M A N  S A Y I N G  T H A T  A N
E L E P H A N T  J U M P E D  O V E R  A  F E N C E .  H E  A L S O
H E A R D  A  M A N  S A Y I N G  T H A T  H E  H A D  N E V E R

M A D E  A  M I S T A K E . T H E  O L D  O W L  H A D  S E E N  A N D
H E A R D  A B O U T  W H A T  H A P P E N E D  T O  P E O P L E .

S O M E  B E C A M E  B E T T E R  A N D  S O M E  B E C A M E
W O R S E .  B U T  T H E  O L D  O W L  H A D  B E C O M E  W I S E R

E A C H  A N D  E V E R Y  D A Y .

Moral of  the story 

You should be observant,  talk less but l isten more.  This

wil l  make you a wise person.

- Itika Tyagi
CS-2 ,  3RD  YEAR



She has a dream in her eyes,
that can be haze for everyone, 
but she knows what's there in her sight !
 

She doesn't believe what she hear,
because she knows one day she'll

overcome all her fears !
 

May be right now she's on a wrong path, 
but she has a power to shut all those mouth 
who think they can split her apart !

 
The long paths do not make her lazy,
because that's the destination which

drives her crazy !
 

She just want to adopt all those trends,
Which may be out of your sense !

 
 

For all those things to achieve
she have to just walk, 

because she knows she has a power 
to make her dreams unlock !

 
With all those crazy dreams, 
she is on her way.
And will chase them until she'll slay !
 

Because she has a dream in her eyes
that can be haze for everyone,

but she knows what is there in her sight !!
 

- Kirti Sharma

C S - 2 ,  2 N D  Y E A R

DREAMS



Laziness won’t get you anywhere “In ancient times, a king had his men place a
boulder on a roadway. He then hid in the bushes, and watched to see if anyone

would move the boulder out of the way. Some of the king’s wealthiest merchants
and courtiers passed by and simply walked around it.  

Many people blamed the King for not keeping the roads clear, but none of them did
anything about getting the stone removed.  

One day, a peasant came along carrying vegetables. Upon approaching the boulder,
the peasant laid down his burden and tried to push the stone out of the way. After

much pushing and straining, he finally managed.  
After the peasant went back to pick up his vegetables, he noticed a purse lying in the

road where the boulder had been. The purse contained many gold coins and note
from the King explain that the gold was for the person who removed the boulder

from the road.”

LAZINESS  MAY
APPEAR  ATTRACTIVE

BUT  IT  GIVES  YOU
NOTHING

T H E  B Y T E

- Priyanka  Cs-2 3rd year





Quiz Section 

Q.1: In the context of "break" and "continue" statements in 

C, pick the best statement. 

A. “break” can be used in “for”, “while” and “do-while” loop 
body. 
B. “continue” can be used in “for”, “while” and “do-while” 
loop body. 
C. “break” and “continue” can be used in “for”, “while”, “do-
while” loop body and “switch” body. 
D. “break” and “continue” can be used in “for”, “while” and 
“do-while” loop body. But only “break” can be used in 
“switch” body. 
E.“break” and “continue” can be used in “for”, “while” and 
“do-while” loop body. Besides, “continue” and “break” can be 
used in “switch” and “if-else” body. 
 
Q 2: Which of the following is correct with respect to “Jump 
Statements” in C? 
 
A. goto 
B. continue 
C. break 
D. return 
E. All of the above 
 
Q 3: In the below statement, ptr1 and ptr2 are uninitialized 
pointers to int i.e. they are pointing to some random address 
that may or may not be valid address. 

int* ptr1, ptr2; 

A. TRUE 
B. FALSE 



Q 4: Both of the following declarations for function pointers 
are equivalent. Second one (i.e. with typedef) looks cleaner. 
/* First Declaration */ 
int (*funPtr1)(int), (*funPtr2)(int); 
  
/* Second Declaration*/ 
typedef int (*funPtr)(int); 
funPtr funPtr1, funPtr2; 
A. TRUE 
B. FALSE 

 

Q 5: In the following program snippet, both s1 and s2 would 
be variables of structure type defined as below and there won't 
be any compilation issue. 
typedef struct Student 
{ 
 int rollno; 
 int total; 
} Student; 
  
Student s1; 
struct Student s2; 
 
A. TRUE 
B. FALSE 

 
Q 6: Pick the best statement for the following program. 
#include "stdio.h" 
  
int foo(int a) 
{ 
 printf("%d",a); 
 return 0; 



} 
  
int main() 
{ 
 foo; 
 return 0; 
} 
 
A. It’ll result in compile error because foo is used without 
parentheses. 
B. No compile error and some garbage value would be passed 
to foo function. This would make foo to be executed with 
output “garbage integer”. 
C. No compile error but foo function wouldn’t be executed. 
The program wouldn't print anything. 
D. No compile error and ZERO (i.e. 0) would be passed to foo 
function. This would make foo to be executed with output 0. 
 
Q 7: For a given integer, which of the following operators can 
be used to “set” and “reset” a particular bit respectively? 
 
A. | and & 
B. && and || 
C. & and | 
D. || and && 
 

Q 8: What’s going to happen when we compile and run the 
following C program snippet? 



#include "stdio.h" 
int main() 
{ 
 int a = 10; 
 int b = 15; 
  
 printf("=%d",(a+1),(b=a+2)); 
 printf(" %d=",b); 
  
 return 0; 
} 
 

A. =11 15= 
B. =11 12= 

C.  Compiler Error due to (b=a+2) in the first printf(). 
D. No compile error but output would be =11 X= where X 
would depend on compiler implementation. 
 
Q 9: What’s going to happen when we compile and run the 
following C program snippet? 
#include "stdio.h" 
int main() 
{ 
 int a = 10; 
  
 printf("=%d %d=",(a+1)); 
  
 return 0; 
} 
 
 

A.  =11 0= 



B. =11 X= where X would depend on Compiler 
implementation 
C. Undefined behaviour 
D. Compiler Error due to missing argument for second %d 
 

Q 10: Which of the following functions from “stdio.h” can be 
used in place of printf()? 
 
A. fputs() with FILE stream as stdout. 
B. fprintf() with FILE stream as stdout. 
C. fwrite() with FILE stream as stdout. 
D. All of the above three - a, b and c. 
E. In “stdio.h”, there’s no other equivalent function of printf() 
 
Q 11: What does the following function do for a given Linked 
List with first node as head? 
void fun1(struct node* head) 
{ 
  if(head == NULL) 
    return; 
   
  fun1(head->next); 
  printf("%d  ", head->data); 
} 
 
A. Prints all nodes of linked lists 
B. Prints all nodes of linked list in reverse order 
C. Prints alternate nodes of Linked List 
D. Prints alternate nodes in reverse order 
 
Q 12: Which of the following sorting algorithms can be used 
to sort a random linked list with minimum time complexity? 
 



A. Insertion Sort 
B. Quick Sort 
C. Heap Sort 
D. Merge Sort 
 
Q 13: What is the output of following function for start 
pointing to first node of following linked list? 1->2->3->4->5-
>6 
void fun(struct node* start) 
{ 
  if(start == NULL) 
    return; 
  printf("%d  ", start->data); 
   
  if(start->next != NULL ) 
    fun(start->next->next); 
  printf("%d  ", start->data); 
} 
 
A. 1 4 6 6 4 1 
B. 1 3 5 1 3 5 
C. 1 2 3 5 
D. 1 3 5 5 3 1 
 
Q 14: Which one of the following is an application of Stack 
Data Structure? 
 

A. Managing function calls 
B. The stock span problem 
C. Arithmetic expression evaluation 
D. All of the above 
 



Q 15: Which of the following is true about linked list 
implementation of stack? 
 
A. In push operation, if new nodes are inserted at the 
beginning of linked list, then in pop operation, nodes must be 
removed from end. 
B. In push operation, if new nodes are inserted at the end, then 
in pop operation, nodes must be removed from the beginning. 
C. Both of the above 
D. None of the above 
 
Q 16: 
How many stacks are needed to implement a queue. Consider 
the situation where no other data structure like arrays, linked 
list is available to you. 
 
A. 1 
B. 2 
C. 3 
D. 4 
 
Q 17: A priority queue can efficiently implemented using 
which of the following data structures? Assume that the 
number of insert and peek (operation to see the current highest 
priority item) and extraction (remove the highest priority 
item) operations are almost same. 
A. Array 
B. Linked List 
C. Heap Data Structures like Binary Heap, Fibonacci Heap 
D. None of the above 
 
Q 18: Which of the following is a true about Binary Trees 
 



A. Every binary tree is either complete or full. 
B. Every complete binary tree is also a full binary tree. 
C. Every full binary tree is also a complete binary tree. 
D. No binary tree is both complete and full. 
E. None of the above 
 
Q 19: In a complete k-ary tree, every internal node has 
exactly k children or no child. The number of leaves in such a 
tree with n internal nodes is: 
 
A. nk 
B. (n – 1) k+ 1 
C. n( k – 1) + 1 
D. n(k – 1) 
 
Q 20: Which of the following statements is/are TRUE for an 
undirected graph? P: Number of odd degree vertices is even 
Q: Sum of degrees of all vertices is even 
 

A. P Only 
B. Q Only 
C. Both P and Q 
D. Neither P nor Q 
 
 
Solution 

1. D 
2. C 
3. B 
4. A 
5. A 
6. C 



7. A 
8. B 
9. C 
10. B 
11. B 
12. D 
13. D 
14. D 
15. D 
16. B 
17. C 
18. E 
19. C 
 
 



Current 
Affairs 



 

1. COVID-19 Pandemic Worst Crisis after World War II: UN Chief 
The United Nations (UN) Secretary-General Antonia Guterres has defined the COVID-19 pandemic as 
the worst crisis after World War II. The ongoing health crisis has been threatening public health across 
the world while also bringing a global economic recession. 
At the report launch of the socioeconomic impacts of COVID-19, the UN chief stated that the 
combination of this disease along with its economic impact will contribute to enhanced instability, 
enhanced conflict, and enhanced unrest. 
Declaring the current situation as a human crisis which is much more than a health crisis, the UN chief 
talked about the impacts COVID-19 pandemic and how it is attacking the societies at its core. 
 

2. SunRISE mission: NASA announces new mission to study Giant Solar Particle 

Storms 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) selected a new mission-SunRISE on 
March 30, 2020 to study how the Sun creates and releases giant solar particle storms. 
  
The Sun Radio Interferometer Space Experiment (SunRISE) mission also aims to help scientists 
understand the workings of the Solar System. It will also help protect astronauts going to the Moon and 
Mars in the future from the solar storms. 
The mission is expected to be launched on July 1, 2023. 
 

3. Is Coronavirus a Bio-Weapon unleashed by China? What does Science Say - Let’s 

Find Out! 
Along with the public health emergency, Coronavirus pandemic has also brought to fore a flood of 
conspiracy theories and claims that are as bizarre as they can be. Even the World Health Organization 
(WHO) has officially announced the spread of "infodemic" amid COVID-19, which means 
overabundance of information on the virus, most of which is incorrect or based on flimsy grounds. But, 
when people are confronted with uncertain situations and unsurpassable odds, especially during times 
of a Global Pandemic, it is easy to fall for misinformation and propaganda. 
One of the most popular theories around Coronavirus is it being a Chinese Bio-Weapon. In fact, 
recently, a lawsuit has been filed in the US under which the petitioner has accused China or using a bio-
weapon Novel Coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) against the US. The petitioners have demanded USD 20 
trillion from China, which is more than the GDP of the latter. However, a research paper titled "The 
proximal origin of SARS-CoV-2" puts end to such theories, claiming that the theory has no scientific 
ground. 
 

4. 24x7 National Teleconsultation Centre set up for COVID-19 queries 
The Minister of Family and Health Welfare, Dr. Harsh Vardhan launched the 24x7 National 
Teleconsultation centre on March 30, 2020. The department has released a single IVRS number 91-
9115444155 to connect to the multiple telephones established in the centre. 
 
The centre is set up in AIIMS, Delhi and is a telemedicine hub. Through this, doctors and experts of 
various clinical domains will be available 24x7 for any form of queries regarding COVID-19 Pandemic. 
This initiative by Dr. Harsh Vardhan will bring relief to those who are still confused about this ongoing 
health crisis. The easy accessibility of medical experts will avoid the false circulation of symptoms and 
treatments for Coronavirus which has been widely shared on social media channels. 
 



5. DRDO to develop ‘multi-patient ventilators’ for critical COVID-19 patients 
The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) is trying to develop 'multi-patient 
ventilators' to support critical COVID-19 patients.  
The multi-patient ventilators will help support several patients through a single unit. The DRDO is 
developing the advanced ventilators to meet the demand in case the coronavirus outbreak goes out of 
control. The first lot of the multi-patient ventilators are expected to be ready within a week.  
 

6.Government approves Insurance Scheme for health workers combating COVID-19 
The Union Government on March 29, 2020 approved an insurance scheme for health workers who are 
working hard to treat COVID-19 patients and save lives.   The scheme was announced under the 
Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Package announced by Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman on March 
26. 
Government sets up 11 groups to boost COVID-19 response, minimise hardship during lockdown The 
central government set up 11 empowered groups on March 29, 2020 to ensure a comprehensive and 
integrated response to COVID-19. The special groups have been constituted under the Disaster 
Management Act. Each of the groups comprises a senior representative from the Prime Minister’s 
Office and Cabinet Secretariat to ensure smooth and seamless coordination. 
Among the 11 groups formed, nine will be headed by Secretary-level officers, one by NITI Aayog 
member and one by the NITI Aayog CEO. 
 

7. COVID-19: WHO launches Global Mega Trial with 4 promising drugs 
World Health Organisation (WHO) in a mission to cure COVID-19 has begun the global mega trial of 
4 most promising drugs. Named Solidarity, the trial will include the study and testing in order to 
develop an antidote of Coronavirus. 
Scientists all over the world recommended and tried to create an antidote with various forms of 
compound combinations but for this WHO is focused on four other therapies namely an experimental 
antiviral compound called remdesivir, the malaria medications chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine, 
the combination of two HIV drugs: lopinavir and ritonavir and lastly that same combination and 
interferon-beta. 
With these four therapies, WHO plans to work on a larger trial with a greater variety of patients. 
Although, as per the report in the Science Magazine, the use of HIV drugs to combat COVID-19 in a 
small study in China has been unsuccessful. 
These Following Four therapies will be a part of Global mega Trial by WHO: 
i) Remdesivir- This medicine is not new and has been widely used to treat other viruses in the past. It 
was especially used to combat Ebola Virus. 
ii) Chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine- This drug was used to treat patients with malaria. This 
decades-old anti-malarial was also supported by US President Donald Trump. 
iii) Ritonavir and Lopinavir- This combination is given to cure the Human Immunodeficiency Virus 
(HIV). While there is still no complete treatment for HIV, the combination of this drug slows down 
the process of organ deterioration. This combination was also used to treat an Italian Couple in India. 
iv) Ritonavir and Lopinavir and interferon-beta- This drug is used to treat Middle East Respiratory 
Syndrome (MERS) patients in Saudi Arabia. This drug will also be a part of Solidarity. 
 
 



8. 4 Asteroids including 1,280-foot one hurtling towards Earth: NASA 
Four asteroids are headed towards Earth, as per NASA’s Center for Near-Earth Object Studies 
(CNEOS), which is currently monitoring the situation.  
The four asteroids heading towards Earth include 2020 FV4, 2020 FP, 2012 XA133 and 2020 FV3.  One 
among the four asteroids is a 1,280-foot wide asteroid, which is reportedly even bigger than Paris’s 
Eiffel Tower. The asteroid can destroy an entire city if it hits the Earth. 
2020 FV4 
2020 FV4 is the first asteroid that will fly past Earth today. The asteroid is currently flying at an 
estimated speed of 19,000 miles per hour. It has a diameter of 164 feet. It is expected to come closest 
to the Earth at around 7:07am EDT on March 26. The distance at this time is projected to be around 
0.02505 astronomical units or about 2.3 million miles away. 
 2020 FP 
The second asteroid to approach Earth tomorrow is 2020 FP. The asteroid, measuring about 128 
wide, is currently flying at an average speed of 21,000 miles per hour. It is expected to fly past Earth 
at 7:39 pm EDT on March 26. It will fly past from a safe distance of about 0.03767 astronomical 
units, which is around 3.5 million miles away. 
2012 XA133  
2012 XA133 or city killer as it is being called is the third asteroid heading towards the Earth. It is 
biggest and fastest among the four asteroids. This asteroid, measuring about 1, 280 feet wide, is 
moving towards the Earth with a speed of 53,000 miles per hour. It has the capability of destroying 
an entire city if it hits the Earth due to its large size and fast speed.The asteroid has been labeled as 
a potentially hazardous asteroid. It is expected to approach Earth at 10.52 pm EDT on March 26. Its 
closest approach would be from about 0.04453 astronomical units or around 4 million miles away. 
2020 FV3 
The 2020 FV3 asteroid is the fourth and the last asteroid to approach the Earth tomorrow. The 
asteroid, with a diameter of about 59 feet, is expected to fly past our planet at 11:07 EDT on March 
26. It is flying at an average speed of 15,000 miles per hour.  
 

9. US Space Force Launches Extremely High Frequency Satellite Despite 

Coronavirus 
The United States Space Force began its first national security mission on March 26, 2020 by 
sending a hyper-secure military communications satellite into orbit. The US has taken this action 
despite most of the parts of the country are dealing with Coronavirus pandemic. 
The Lockheed Martin Advanced Extremely High Frequency (AEHF) satellite was launched on the 
Atlas V551 rocket from Cape Canaveral, Florida at 4:18 pm (2018 GMT). It is believed that he AEHF-6 
is the sixth and final satellite by Lockheed Martin in AEHF segment. 
 

10. FM Nirmala Sitharaman announces Garib Kalyan Yojana, Health Workers to get 

Rs. 50 Lakh Insurance 
Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman addressed media amid Coronavirus lockdown in the entire 
country. She has announced a relief package for poor and needy people in the country during 
Coronavirus pandemic. It’s direct impact is visible on the Indian economy. In the meantime, the 
government will announce a relief package to save the economy.  
Earlier, the Finance Minister said that the government is working on an economic package and may 
be announced soon. She said that this work will be done on priority basis amid lockdown in the 
country. 
 
 



11. What is contact tracing? How it can help to control Coronavirus outbreak? 
Contact Tracing in News: Coronavirus pandemic has already claimed hundreds of lives in India. 
The government of India is trying all possible measures to stop its outbreak. However, new cases are 
still appearing everyday. Now, authorities in various parts of the country are relying on contact 
tracing to break the chain of COVID-19. 
Contact tracing was first time used during Ebola virus cases in Africa. Singapore has also developed 
an app to identify and isolate coronavirus positive people. Contact tracing can make it easier for the 
authorities to locate positive cases. 
What is Contact Tracing? 
If a person is in the close contact with an infected person such as Coronavirus or Ebola virus then 
that person can also get infected. A monitoring process of closely watching these contacts is called 
contact tracing. It can be broken down into three basic steps: 
i) Contact identification: The very first step is to identify someone who is confirmed patient of a 
virus. These contacts are identified by asking about the person’s activities since onset of illness. 
Contacts can be anyone who has been in contact with an infected person, family members, work 
colleagues, friends, or health care providers. 
ii) Contact listing: After that, we need to make a list of all those people who have contacted the 
infected person. It is important to know that efforts should be made to identify every listed contact 
and to inform them of their contact status. It means that the actions that will follow, and the 
importance of receiving early care if they develop symptoms. Contacts should also be provided with 
information about prevention of the disease. In some cases, quarantine or isolation is required for 
high risk contacts, either at home, or in hospital. 
iii) Contact follow-up: Regular follow-up should be conducted with all contacts to monitor for 
symptoms and test for signs of infection. 
 
How can control Coronavirus pandemic? 
According to the experts, contact tracing is useful when there are only a few cases. Now, there are so 
many cases and everyone needs to be checked. It is important to lockdown in many countries but in 
many countries where lockdown is still not happened, contact tracing can be helpful. 
 

12. Reliance sets-up India’s first COVID-19 dedicated hospital in Mumbai 
COVID-19 Hospital in News: Reliance Industries has set up India’s first 100-bed COVID-19 dedicated 
hospital at Mumbai. The 100-bed centre is built in the Seven Hills hospital and is equipped with all 
modern facilities. This hospital will take care of positive patients of Coronavirus with the latest 
technology. 
Apart from this, Reliance Foundation is also manufacturing protective gears and equipment for 
health professionals treating patients with Coronavirus. Not only this, but Reliance Foundation is 
also importing test kits for testing Coronavirus. 
 

13. Giant asteroid ‘1998 OR 2’ will fly safely by Earth in April: NASA 
Asteroid ‘1998 OR 2’ in News: The US space agency NASA has discovered a giant asteroid. It is several 
times larger in size than Mount Everest. It is moving fast towards the earth. But, need not to worry as 
it will not harm the earth. NASA said that there is no need to panic with this asteroid as it will pass 
about 64 lakh km away from the earth. This distance is not considered much in space science but it is 
a good distance from earth. A similar situation appeared in 1908 when scientists were expecting of a 
meteorite collision in the atmosphere of Siberia. However, that meteorite was small in size and it was 
burnt while it was entering the atmosphere of the earth. 
 
 



14. World's fastest supercomputer begins hunt for coronavirus vaccine 
The world’s fastest supercomputer has been tasked with going through thousands of molecules to 
find potential compounds that could be used to create a coronavirus vaccine.  
The supercomputer went through many molecules to find the compounds that could be used to 
create the new drug against SARS-CoV-2. The computer has managed to find around 77 compounds, 
which could potentially help prevent the virus from entering human cells. 
The IBM-built supercomputer summit has a size of atleast two tennis courts. It is being used by 
biologists at the University of Tennessee. 
 

15. Saurashtra wins Ranji Trophy title for the first time in 70 years 
Saurashtra team won the Ranji Trophy title for the first time in 70 years. Saurashtra became the 
champion based on the lead achieved in the first innings of the final against Bengal. Earlier, 
Saurashtra was known as Navanagar, Western India and won the trophies in 1936-37 and 1943-44.  It 
was renamed as Saurashtra in 1950 and started participating in this domestic tournament. 
In the last seven years, the Saurashtra team was runners-up three times. It was the fourth final of 
Saurashtra. Saurashtra achieved the distinction of becoming champion on the basis of first-innings 
lead against Bengal. Bengal couldn’t hold the title once again as it was last grabbed the title in 1989-
90. 
  
 





  

Selection in AcSIR-Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam Summer Training Program 2020 

 

Mr. Deepak Singh, CS student of CSE 3rd year has been selected for AcSIR-Dr. APJ 

Abdul Kalam Summer Training Program 2020. AcSIR-Academy of Scientific & 

innovative Research is a setup by act of parliament, Institute of National 

Importance. Only 20 students across the UP have been selected for an internship 

at various CSIR labs. 

  

Deepak will be associated with following CSIR lab as an intern during this summer: 

  

CSIR Lab Name: CSIR-4PI( Fourth Paradigm Institute ), NAL Belur campus, Wind 

Tunnel Road Bangalore - 560 037, Karnataka, INDIA 

  

His selection is based on the following project proposal submitted by him 

  

Project Title:  EDITH - the Smart Glass 

EDITH-The Smart Glass, is an inspiration from very famous character “ IRON Man ” 
As he had a smart glass which can listens the command and does it on his behalf. 

Similarly we have tried to make a glass which can be used by teachers and helps 

them in taking and maintaining attendance as well as by police to detect the 

criminal who migrated to other places. 

 

Congratulations to Mr. Deepak Singh........ 
 

 



InOwnHome Startup 
 

We are proud to share that our students Ajit Chaudhary(ECE), Prashant Mishra(CSE) and Ram 

Ashish Yadav(CSE), B.Tech(2016-2020) have done a Start-up "InOwnHome" which has now 

become InOwnHome Pvt. Ltd. Within 30 days of incorporation, they have achieved their 

milestone of covering 500+ houses. All three students are a strong believer that in the genre 

of technology there is a need for changing the way of living into quality, affordable and 

hassle-free living. 

 

 

Participation in Google Hash Code 
 

A student team "Alvon" participated in the HASH CODE, a very popular international coding 

competition that is being organized by Google.  

 

Team members were Deepak Singh, Azeemushan Ali, Arunav Dey (3rd Yr students). This Team 

secured all India Rank of 1889 and Global Rank 8393. This acclaimed competition started on 

February 20th at 11:00 PM and lasted for 4 hours and ended on February 21st at 03:00 AM. It 

was conducted worldwide with thousands of teams competing with each other. 

 

Department wish to congratulate Deepak Singh, Azeemushan Ali, Arunav Dey for their 

participation & doing well at national/international level. 

 

Other students must also come up and start participating in such prestigious technical events 

 

1st Position in online Programming Quiz competition organized  

by IIT Kanpur. 
 

One of our CSE students Kishan Kumar Jaiswal (3rd Yr) won the first position (from IMSEC) at 

the recently held online programming Quiz competition held by IIT Kanpur. The said student 

shall be awarded a certificate and invited for the Mega Event at IIT Kanpur. 

 

Winners in Football Event 

CS students Akash Pandey (3rd Yr), Jatin Dhariwal (2nd Yr), Vishal Rathi (2nd Yr) participated in 

Zest & Aamod 2020 annual cultural and sports fest organized by Shri Ram Murti Smarak 

College of Engineering and Technology, Bareilly.  

Their team were declared the winners in Football event 



 

 

WEBSITE CREATED BY: 

                                                                                                

Yash Tripathi- CS4-2ND YEAR          Vikas Chauhan- CS4-2ND YEAR 

In this website all the student's of Dr.A.P.J.Abdul Kalam Technical University, Lucknow , 

Uttar Pradesh will get the notes of all subjects and previous year question paper. 

Link= http://btechuptunotes.com/ 
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TO OUR PLACED STUDENTS 
 

 S.No.   ROLLNO. STUDENT   COMPANY 

1 1614310001 AAYUSHI SINGH TCS NQT, MIRKETA, QA INFOTECH 

2 1614310002 ABHAY MUDGAL TCS NQT 

3 1614310004 ABHIJEET KUMAR TCS NQT, COGNIZANT 

4 1614310009 ABHISHEK KUMAR TCS NQT 

5 1614310010 ABHISHEK KUMAR BVS 

6 1614310012 ABHISHEK SHARMA COGNIZANT 

7 1614310013 ABHISHEK SINGH VVDN TECHNOLOGIES 

8 1614310015 ADITYA DWIVEDI QA INFOTECH 

9 1614310016 AGRAJ SINGH TCS CODEVITA 

10 1614310017 AGRIMA GAUR TCS NQT 

11 1614310018 AHMAD AFFAN TCS NQT 

12 1614310020 AKAANKSHA GUPTA TCS NQT, TO THE NEW 

13 1614310023 AKASH RAWAT INFOSYS 

14 1614310025 AKSHANSH MALIK TCS NQT 

15 1614310027 AKSHAT BANDOONI VVDN TECHNOLOGIES 

16 1614310031 AMAN KUMAR SINGH XCEEDENCE 

17 1614310032 AMAN PATEL TO THE NEW 

18 1614310033 AMAN RASTOGI TCS CODEVITA, COGNIZANT, XORIANT 

19 1614310034 AMIT KUMAR PANDEY 10 TIMES 



20 1614310036 ANANT VATS CAPGEMINI 

21 1614310039 ANSHUL AGGARWAL INFOSYS 

22 1614310040 ANSHUMAN TIWARI TCS NQT 

23 1614310041 ANUGRAH SINGH VINOVE SOFTWARE LTD 

24 1614310042 ANUJ GUPTA CAPEGEMINI, HCL TECHNOLOGIES,VAYUZ 

TECHNOLOGIES 

25 1614310043 ANUJ MISHRA QA INFOTECH, TCS 

26 1614310044 ANURAG SINGH VVDN TECHNOLOGIES 

27 1614310045 ANUSHKA CHAUHAN TCS NQT 

28 1614310047 ARCHIT JAIN CAPGEMINI,PS QUICK IT 

29 1614310048 ARJUN PALIWAL QA INFOTECH 

30 1614310049 AROHI RASTOGI VVDN TECHNOLOGIES 

31 1614310050 ARPIT JAIN TCS NQT 

32 1614310051 ARYAN SINGHAL QA INFOTECH 

33 1614310052 ASHI GOEL MIRKETA, COGNIZANT 

34 1614310054 ASHUTOSH PIPLANI TCS NQT 

35 1614310055 ASHUTOSH SINGH TO THE NEW 

36 1614310058 ASTHA GUPTA TCS NQT 

37 1614310059 ASTHA SINGH TO THE NEW 

38 1614310061 AVANISH PARASHAR MOBILIZEON 

39 1614310064 AYUSHI . MOBILIZEON 

40 1614310065 BHARAT . TO THE NEW, TCS CODEVITA 

41 1614310067 DEEPAK JAIN TCS CODEVITA, COGNIZANT, AVIS E 

SOLUTION 

42 1614310069 DEEPALI SRIVASTAVA TCS NQT, TO THE NEW 

43 1614310070 DEEPANSHU CHAUDHARY TCS NQT 

44 1614310072 DINESH KHATRI CAPGEMINI 



45 1614310074 DIVYAM SRIVASTAVA VINOVE SOFTWARE LTD 

46 1614310075 DIVYANSH SHEKHAR 

GAUR 

TCS CODEVITA, NCR CORPORATION 

47 1614310077 ESHA BANSAL VVDN TECHNOLOGIES 

48 1614310080 GAURAV SINGH TCS NQT, INFOSYS 

49 1614310082 GURPREET SINGH UPPAL VVDN TECHNOLOGIES 

50 1614310083 HARDIK BANSAL NIIT 

51 1614310085 HARSHAL  GARG TCS NQT 

52 1614310086 HARSHIT BANSAL TCS NQT 

53 1614310088 HARSHIT  GUPTA TCS NQT, XORIANT 

54 1614310090 HIMANSHU  KUSHWAHA TCS CODEVITA, INFOSYS, AVIS E 

SOLUTION 

55 1614310092 HIMANSHU SIDHU NIIT 

56 1614310093 HIMANSHU KAUSHIK CAPGEMINI 

57 1614310094 HIMANSHU  KUMAR PROLITUS TECHNOLOGIES 

58 1614310095 HIMANSHU  SINGH TCS NQT, COGNIZANT, XORIANT 

59 1614310096 HONEY  GOYAL TCS NQT 

60 1614310097 JHANVI AGARWAL VINOVE SOFTWARE LTD 

61 1614310098 JYOTI MAURYA COGNIZANT, NIIT, VINOVE SOFTWARE 

LTD 

62 1614310099 KAJAL  GARG MIRKETA 

63 1614310100 KAJAL TULSHYAN CAPGEMINI 

64 1614310101 KAMAL SINGH BISHT VVDN TECHNOLOGIES 

65 1614310102 KANISHKA  THAKUR VVDN TECHNOLOGIES, COGNIZANT 

66 1614310103 KESHAV  GUPTA TCS NQT 

67 1614310105 DIVI GUPTA NUCLEUS SOFTWARE 

68 1614310106 KM. KARISHMA 

CHAUDHARY 

VINCULUM 

69 1614310107 KRATI  SINGH MOBILIZEON 



70 1614310109 LOVE AGGARWAL XCEEDENCE 

71 1614310110 MANSI  RAGHAV MOBILIZEON 

72 1614310111 MANSI RAJPUT CAPGEMINI 

73 1614310112 MANSI  SINGH VINOVE SOFTWARE LTD 

74 1614310113 MEDHA  GUPTA QA INFOTECH 

75 1614310114 MEGHA  DIXIT QA INFOTECH 

76 1614310115 MEHUL  GOYAL VINOVE SOFTWARE LTD 

77 1614310116 MIMANSHA SINGH TCS NQT, TO THE NEW, NIIT 

78 1614310119 MOHIT  KUMAR TO THE NEW 

79 1614310121 MUKUL QA INFOTECH 

80 1614310122 MUSKAN  GOEL TCS NQT 

81 1614310123 NAMAN TYAGI TCS NQT 

82 1614310126 NARENDRA KUMAR 

SHARMA 

WIPRO, NAGARRO 

83 1614310129 NIKHIL SHARMA TCS NQT, TO THE NEW 

84 1614310130 NITISH  SINGH TCS NQT 

85 1614310131 OMPRAKASH  DWIVEDI TCS NQT 

86 1614310132 PARTH GARG TCS NQT 

87 1614310134 PRAGATI  SHARMA MIRKETA 

88 1614310136 PRASHANT KUMAR TO THE NEW, MIRKETA, AVIS E 

SOLUTION, COLORTOKENS 

89 1614310137 PRASHANT MOHAN DIXIT XCEEDANCE 

90 1614310139 PRATEEK  UPADHYAY VINOVE SOFTWARE LTD 

91 1614310140 PRIYA  PATEL TCS NQT, TO THE NEW 

92 1614310141 PRIYANSH  GUPTA MOBILIZEON, COGNIZANT 

93 1614310142 PRIYANSHU  YADAV COGNIZANT, NIIT, K SOLVES 

94 1614310143 PULKIT  SINGH COGNIZANT, GLOBAL LOGIC 



95 1614310150 RAVI  PAL TCS NQT 

96 1614310151 RENUKA  SINGH TCS NQT 

97 1614310152 RISHAB  GUPTA NIIT, VINOVE SOFTWARE LTD 

98 1614310153 RISHABH SHARMA TOPPR 

99 1614310155 RISHABH GUPTA QA INFOTECH 

100 1614310160 ROHAN  SINGHAL TCS NQT, COGNIZANT 

101 1614310162 SAIF UR REHMAN TECH MAHINDRA 

102 1614310165 SAMEER SHUKLA WFX 

103 1614310166 SAMRIDDHI SRIVASTAVA VINOVE SOFTWARE LTD, XCEEDANCE 

104 1614310167 SANCHIT  SINGHAL TCS CODEVITA 

105 1614310168 SANGAM MISHRA CAPGEMINI 

106 1614310170 SANKALP  PATERIYA NIIT 

107 1614310171 SAPNEET KAUR HORA TCS NQT 

108 1614310172 SAURABH  SHUKLA TCS NQT 

109 1614310173 SHAGUN  SAMANT TCS NQT 

110 1614310174 SHARAD KUMAR Q A INFOTECH, CAPGEMINI 

111 1614310175 SHASHANK  SHUKLA NIIT 

112 1614310176 SHEETAL  SRIVASTAVA TECH MAHINDRA 

113 1614310178 SHIVAM  SINGH VVDN TECHNOLOGIES 

114 1614310179 SHIVAM DIXIT ADDVERB TECHNOLOGIES 

115 1614310180 SHIVAM  GUPTA COGNIZANT, GLOBAL LOGIC 

116 1614310184 SHRADDHA  SINGH TECH MAHINDRA 

117 1614310186 SHRISHTI  RAGHAV VVDN TECHNOLOGIES 

118 1614310187 SHRUTI GUPTA VINOVE SOFTWARE LTD 

119 1614310188 SHUBHAM MISHRA QA INFOTECH, COGNIZANT, WIPRO 



120 1614310191 SHWETANK TRIPATHI VVDN TECHNOLOGIES 

121 1614310192 SIDDHANT  SHUKLA COGNIZANT, GLOBAL LOGIC 

122 1614310194 SIDDHARTH  SINGH TCS NQT 

123 1614310199 SUJATA  MISHRA TCS NQT 

124 1614310200 SURAJ  DUBEY TO THE NEW 

125 1614310201 TANYA  GOEL QA INFOTECH, COGNIZANT 

126 1614310202 TEJAS  GUPTA TCS NQT, COGNIZANT 

127 1614310203 TRIPTI  GUPTA TCS NQT, NIIT 

128 1614310204 TUSHAR BANSAL TO THE NEW 

129 1614310205 UJJWAL  KUMAR TO THE NEW 

130 1614310206 UMANG  RASTOGI NIIT, COGNIZANT 

131 1614310208 VAGBHI SHARMA IBM 

132 1614310209 VAISHALI GUPTA XCEEDANCE 

133 1614310210 VAISHNAVI VATS MIRKETA, VINOVE SOFTWARE LTD 

134 1614310211 VANSH  VERMA VVDN TECHNOLOGIES, COGNIZANT 

135 1614310212 VARTIKA SINGH MIRKETA 

136 1614310214 VEENU KUMARI IBM, WIPRO 

137 1614310215 VIBHAV  CHATURVEDI TCS NQT, MIRKETA, XORIANT 

138 1614310216 VIJAY  MITTAL TCS NQT, COGNIZANT 

139 1614310220 VISHAL  MALHOTRA SUCCESSIVE SOFTWARE, NUCLEUS 

SOFTWARE 

140 1614310221 VISHAL  SHARMA TCS NQT, TO THE NEW, COGNIZANT 

141 1614310225 VISHAL KR. SINGH CAPGEMINI 

142 1614310230 WAQAR  AHMAD TCS NQT 

143 1614310231 YASH  BANSAL TO THE NEW, INFOSYS, TCS 

144 1614310232 YASH GUPTA TCS CODEVITA, INFOSYS 



145 1614310233 YASH RAJ TRIPATHI TCS NQT, COGNIZANT 

146 1614310667 VANSHIKA BHATT ARGALI KNOWLEDGE SERVICES 

147 1614331080 SARTHAK AGARWAL INFOSYS 

148 1614340021 AMAN MAHAL XCEEDANCE 

149 1614340027 ARCHIT BANSAL NAGARRO 

 





                              

                          Nishant Madan (Xebia IT Architects,2018 batch) 

Right through my childhood, I've been inspired by Booker T. Washington’s thought 
“Excellence is to do a common thing in an uncommon way.”, which resulted in an 

imaginative mind and IMS engineering college was the perfect platform for my path to 

success in life. 

 

 

                                              

                                                        Gaurav Patel (TCS, 2007 batch) 

“My graduation at IMSEC has been a very interesting and awesome journey, IMSEC is the 

great collage. Choosing IMSEC was one of the best decisions I have ever made. At This 

College I gained friendship and experiences which added a different perspective to my life…. 
It feels great to be taught by amazing teachers who are the best…. They always motivated 
and encouraged me to face the risks and learn new things. I will always be thankful to 

IMSEC for making me a person I am today...” 

 

 



                                           

 

Ajay Kumar (SAP-INDIA, 2006 batch) 

Since LKG I was taught by mom that whenever someone asks me what I want to 
become, the answer is “I want to become Surgeon”. It’s good to have life goals & I 
thank my parents to have set a noble one for me. But here comes date with destiny.  
 
I saw computer for the first time in 1999 @ School, but wasn’t aware about its power 
as wasn’t allowed to operate on it.  
 
It was break after 10th std exams. Thankfully in year 2000, was reintroduced to 
computer by a software geek who had created website in 8th Std (1998). He showed 
me the power of a computer, things one can do - games, music, website, Paint etc. I 
decided then & there that I won’t go for Biology in 11th, rather Computer Science. 
Seems fairy tale right ? Here comes the twist - I flunked 12th Chemistry board 
exam.  
 
From being a topper till 10th std, it came down to this. I was so mad and fed up with 
anymore studies. Anyway wasn’t eligible to even apply for any Engineering college 
until the Supplementary Exam results declared till Aug/September 2002.  
 
Hence applied for Polytechnic Diploma courses in Delhi. Since the entrance exam is 
based on 10th, got 195 rank and could get any branch of my choosing in PUSA, the 
best amongst them. On the day of counseling, when my turn was about to come. It 
was 8.30pm and my father reaffirmed - “Son you sure you want to to do this, coz we 
are about to deposit Fee”. This whole time I was confused but then I said to my 
father “I don’t want to do this, I want to be a software engineer. Anything else won’t 
rhyme with my heart”.  
 
Luckily IMS Engineering College was established in 2002 and 1 seat each in IT & CS 
was still available as of 25-Sep-2002. I choose IT. With help of amazing teachers like 
Nizamuddin Sir, Atul Sir and various other teachers, B.Tech was fun. Here at IMSEC 
I explored that opportunities are endless, only thing one needs is self-drive. And yes, 
the chemistry teacher Neetu ma’am helped me get over the fear and I scored 
62/100. Folks in UPTU know how good of a score is that :) 
 
Afterwards I did MS (IT) from IIIT-Kerala, and fast forward 2019 - working in #1 ERP 
maker in world, #1 company in India to work for - SAP India. 



 
 
 

                                     
 
                          Anupam Goel (Apple-USA, 2008 batch) 
 
B.Tech from IMSEC was a scintillating experience altogether. State of the art 
academic infrastructure supported by dedicated and qualified faculty makes the 
experience all the more memorable. I remember my college days as days most well 
spent, personally as well professionally. 
 




